
Creative Measurement 
for Retailers
Attempting to manage advertising performance 
in retail can be a daunting task. To simplify 
things, we’ve compiled a set of commonly used 
performance metrics for retailers, along with key 
considerations for campaign setup and execution . 

PICKING THE RIGHT METRICS

Metrics to measure the effectiveness of a program  
(useful for making major investment decisions, annual planning): 

• Sales lift of personalized campaigns (both eComm and B&M sales)

• Brand lift  (purchase intent, aided/unaided awareness )

In all cases, tests should compare personalized creative vs. a  
BAU/standard creative, targeted at the same media audience  .

Metrics to optimize creative (useful for optimizing in-market  
campaigns, creative planning):

• eCommerce conversion rates

• eCommerce site response (category/product page visits, cart adds)

•	 Flashtalking	Creative	Performance	Index	(CPI)  
 For more information on the CPI, download Flashtalking’s 
 Creative Analytics Report
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SETTING UP FOR SUCCESS

Planning and setup are key—tagging and naming conventions in the ad server 
have a major impact on the ability to generate insights. To get the most out of 
your campaign data, make sure that you have: 

	 Creative	meta	data	that	accurately	reflects	the	attributes	 
 you want to measure against (e.g. creative content/theme,  
 creative version, personalized/non-personalized) 

 A robust identity management solution (should include both  
 cross-device audience graphs and cookieless tracking) 

 Non-viewable and fraudulent impressions excluded from analysis 

	 Scale	to	reach	statistically	significant	results	(minimum	impression	 
 counts may vary, but target at least 300 conversions in each group  
 for a normal bivariate test)

Creative vs. Media Metrics
Creative and media performance are deeply 

intertwined. When measuring creative 

performance, be sure to account for the impact 

that	different	audience/media	strategies	can	

have on a creative’s reported performance. 

There are two ways to accomplish this: 

1 Compare creative performance where  

	 different	pieces	of	creative	have	been	 

 shown to the same audience/on the same  

 media placement. 

 (Best suited for larger tests where there is budget  

 and audience size to serve two sets of creative.)

2 Use an algorithmic method to control  

	 for	the	influence	of	audience/media. 

 (Best suited for optimization purposes,  

 where time or scale requirements prevent  

 a full testing approach.) 
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